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Abstract

Since its widespread use in concrete began over 100 years ago, the chemical composition and physical properties of portland cement have changed only incrementally in response to various and competing pressures of constructability and cost. Instead, the construction demands have been met largely through the development and introduction of chemical admixtures that are added to the binder during mixing. These same demands persist into the 21st Century and are just as important now as before, yet newer driving forces are simultaneously pushing the industry both toward more automated construction and toward more sustainable concrete materials that generate lower CO2 and have longer service life. These new cement binder formulations and new construction technologies are expected to go well outside the bounds of traditional portland cement compositions and batching and placing practices. This study examines the origins of these new market demands and the influence they are having on the construction industry. Seven scientific or technological pathways are identified that will be critical for enabling the kinds of transformational changes in cement and concrete construction that the industry needs: (i) additive manufacturing, (ii) designer admixtures, (iii) curated materials data repositories, (iv) computationally designed composites, (v) big data and smart materials, (vi) alternative binder compositions, and (vii) next-generation instrumentation.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1824, Joseph Aspdin received a patent1 for what he called “portland cement,” and thereby transformed the way modern infrastructure would be constructed to the present day. Various construction cements have been known for possibly as many as ten thousand years.2 None of them, however, were destined to rival Aspdin’s cement, which would become the ubiquitous fabric of construction. Originally made by firing clay, a family of natural...
alumino-silicate minerals, and limestone (calcium carbonate). Aspdin’s cement initially bore little resemblance to modern portland cement. However, improvements made by Aspdin and his son William in the latter half of the 19th century would enable the emergence of a product containing the constituents widely recognized in portland cement by the beginning of the 20th century.

In a book published in 1906, Richard Meade outlined the history of portland cement up to that point. Since then, a number of smaller studies have looked at how the chemistry of cement has evolved. Indeed, in 1951, Gonnerman and Lerch reported the analysis of OPC samples collected between 1904 and 1950. They noted that, surprisingly, the composition had changed very little over this time period. In their abstract they stated: “The principal changes have been an increase in... Ca₃SiO₅ (tricalcium silicate; the dominant compound in OPC) content... and fineness... which has contributed to higher concrete strengths...”.

They reported no other substantive changes in the residual content which contained dicalcium silicate (C₂S), tricalcium aluminate (C₃A), tetracalcium alumino ferrite (C₄AF), and gypsum (C$H₂). More recently, from 1950 until the present time, a survey carried out by Tennis and Bhatty reached the same verdict as Gonnerman and Lerch: other than increasing fineness, OPC has remained essentially unchanged for the 2nd half of the 20th century as well.

What progress in OPC has been made then, if not in its fundamental chemistry? In his 1999 paper, Mehta summarized the achievements of the previous century, illustrating that both organic and inorganic admixture utilization has dominated advances in the use of OPC, enabling achievements such as effective use of supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs), pumpable concrete, ultrahigh strength concrete, self-compacting concrete, sprayable concrete (shotcrete), and unprecedented control of set and early-age strength development.

Foundationally, OPC has emerged as the binder that dominates global construction because of the availability of the natural resources needed and economy of its manufacture alongside properties that enabled convenient, cost-effective construction technologies to thrive (e.g., ready-mix concrete production). While OPC-based cementing materials are entrenched in modern construction, the goal of this work is to briefly review the state-of-the-art, and then to look to the future in somewhat more detail in an attempt to respond to the question “What will construction cement(s) look like by the end of the 21st century?” taking into account those factors that are most expected to drive change in the next 100 years: (i) population and economic growth and global industrialization; (ii) climate change; (iii) energy sources; (iv) natural resource availability; (v) construction technology developments; (vi) the proliferation of cyber technologies and computational resources; and (vii) governmental policy and regulation. Although listed as if they are independent, these seven vectors for change (driving forces) are intimately interconnected, and those interconnections will surface as part of this discourse. Furthermore, these vectors can be mapped to the National Academy of Engineering’s Grand Challenges for the 21st Century which call us to: make solar energy economical; reverse engineering the brain; restore urban infrastructure; provide energy from fusion; develop carbon sequestration technologies; and engineer the tools of scientific discovery.*

Reasonable estimates placed on the availability of limestone, shale (the more contemporary aluminosilicate resource), and iron ore suggest that these raw materials could last for another 100 0001, 1 000 000, and 600 years at current rates of usage, respectively. Raw material availability is not likely a limitation. Rather, it is the pricing and availability of energy resources needed to manufacture OPC (primarily oil, gas, and coal) together with the CO₂ emitted by combustion of these fuels and by the raw materials themselves that will in large part shape the future.

CO₂ taxation is an emergent policy-based vector that could dramatically alter the course of what cement will look like and how it will be manufactured over the next century. A number of countries have already implemented CO₂ taxes that range from $2 (USD) to $168 per equivalent short ton (tCO₂e) of CO₂ produced; the United States and China not among these—although a few U.S. municipalities and California have levied various taxes. A recent study by the International Energy Agency places the cost of carbon sequestration at between $16 and $64 per short ton of cement produced. Given that about 0.9 tons of CO₂ is released into the atmosphere for every ton of cement produced, at a nominal price of $75 per short ton of cement, a carbon tax in the range of $70/tCO₂e would expediently motivate a search for alternate cementation solutions. The current CO₂ impact of OPC can be partitioned into three primary categories: 55% to 60% to the thermal decomposition of limestone (i.e., to produce lime, the base reagent needed for OPC production), 30% to 35% to energy needs of the process, and 10% to transportation. While the CO₂ burden of energy and transportation could indeed be satisfied by renewable energy sources, managing the CO₂ release associated with limestone decomposition is

---


*Based on an estimates of the fraction of the earth’s crust that is calcium carbonate or shale, the mass of the earth’s crust and accessibility (extractability) of these resources.

†Unless otherwise noted, economic values or estimates will be stated in U.S. dollars.
an unresolved challenge. A vision for cements in the 21st century described by Schneider et al. also suggests that cement production will be forced to change due to environmental factors and that portland-type cements will remain dominate into at least the mid-century.

The world’s population is projected to grow from its current level of about 6.6 billion to somewhere between 9.5 and 12.9 billion by 2100, with the most frequent projection falling around 11.1 billion. This population growth will come with huge demands for housing, water, food, education, and other life essentials, all of which will require huge growth in infrastructure. What is clear, however, is that population growth does not correlate with economic growth, and that economic growth is likely a better indicator of future demands for cement. Most economic growth in this century is projected to be in developing countries, and statistics already show that these are the same places that are now consuming 93% of the cement produced globally. Consequently, global demand for cement is presently growing at a rate of about 4% per annum. It is in these places of high growth and need for new infrastructure where aggressive changes in construction practices may also initiate fundamental change in the chemistry of infrastructure cement.

So, how then might cement itself be changed? It seems unlikely that the raw materials and elements that make-up the world’s most important construction materials will change, yet it is quite possible and likely that the configuration of the same elements in future cements may change as a response in-part to environmental pressures, changes in construction technology, and continued economic growth, particularly in the developing world.

Possibly the most significant and transformative technology to emerge as a pervasive new manufacturing paradigm for the 21st century is additive manufacturing (AM). Also called three-dimensional (3-D) printing, AM is the process of constructing 3-D objects, layer-by-layer, using printing or printing-like technologies. This new methodology removes many design tethers, reduces waste, and saves time; all goals of construction management as well. Already being demonstrated at moderately large scales, 3-D printing of concrete structures is a nascent industry. 3-D printing of cement-based materials has potential to change the construction industry, demanding new cementing formulations, chemical additives, building codes, and testing and specification standards.

The 20th century also ushered in the age of microelectronics which spawned the development of computers and the era of modern instrumental analysis enabling other fields to gain molecular- or near molecular-scale control of their materials (e.g., polymer engineering and science, metallurgy, electronic materials, and pharmaceuticals).

However, knowledge and control of cement continues to be entangled in uncertainties about the structure, composition, and reaction mechanisms at the most fundamental level. Basic questions about how tricalcium silicate reacts with water, and about the structure and properties of calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H), the chief solid product of portland cement hydration, still have no generally accepted answers.

While the composition of anhydrous OPC has remained largely the same for at least a century, and although the intrinsic mechanisms of OPC hydration and structure of C-S-H remain enigmatic, major advances in the use and performance of cement have come from three fundamental areas: (i) construction technology; (ii) the science and engineering of composite materials; and (iii) admixture chemistry, both organic and inorganic. Twenty-first century construction technology gave rise to fast-track paving and construction methodologies, the ability to pump concrete over large distances, both horizontally and vertically, and the development of the ready-mixed concrete industry. Knowledge of how composite materials work—particularly, the behavior of fibrous and particulate inclusions, fracture processes in brittle materials, and the role of material interfaces at multiple length scales—has given rise to massively steel-reinforced concrete and short-fiber-reinforced ductile-like concrete. The advent and widespread use of organic and inorganic chemical additives has enabled the development of high strength and, more recently, self-consolidating concrete (highly flowable concrete). Collectively, these material innovations have enabled the growth of modern infrastructure, the construction of the world’s tallest buildings, roads and railways that connect the farthest reaches of every continent, and dams that harness the earth’s water resources.

Seven key scientific pathways have been identified by the authors as critical for the development of new cementing agents, and construction solutions for the 21st century encompassing: (i) additive manufacturing; (ii) designer admixtures; (iii) curated materials data; (iv) computationally designed composites; (v) big data and smart materials; (vi) alternative binder systems; and (vii) next-generation instrumental capabilities. These seven pathways link the seven driving forces for change to the cements production industry (Figure 1) in a tangled and complex way. Figure 1 is a highly simplified illustration of the relationships neglecting the driving force-driving force and pathway-pathway interactions, for example, natural resource availability clearly impacts global industrialization; alternative binder systems will likely not emerge without a need for new admixtures; etc. What follows are brief reviews and future expectations and projections for each of the seven scientific pathways.
REVIEWS

2.1 Additive manufacturing

Likely to be the next revolution in constructed infrastructure technology, additive manufacturing (AM), also known as three-dimensional or 3-D printing, promises to dramatically reduce construction time, increase productivity and safety, improve constructed system reliability, and reduce overall construction cost. AM, a process of making 3-D objects from a digital file via robotic placement of successive layers of materials, is expected to alter not only how cement-based structures are constructed but also the very nature of the materials and designs that can be realized.

2.1.1 Brief history and today’s AM technology for infrastructure materials

Historically, the very first application of AM for infrastructure materials can be attributed to the production of asbestos cement in the 1890’s with the development of the Hatschek method. In this technology, which remains to date the most common processing method employed to produce fiber cement boards, a slurry is deposited layer by layer from rotating drums on a felt belt, then cut, pressed, dewatered, and autoclaved. The main disadvantages of the Hatschek method, however, are the large quantity of waste water produced and that it can only produce fiber cement boards in sheet form.

Recently, however, new promising pioneering concrete printing processes and automation methods for the construction of large-scale structures have been developed and include “Contour Crafting,” developed at the University of Southern California, “Concrete Printing,” developed at Loughborough University, and “D-Shape Printing,” invented by the founder of Monolite UK Ltd. The first two methods involve extruding cement-based materials through a nozzle while the last method deposits a powder (or granular material), which is selectively bound by cementitious ink. These methods have been demonstrated with mortar and concrete. To date, 3-D printing of cement-based materials has been attractive primarily to architects who want to create structures in new shapes and with exotic architectural features, and most of the scarce papers published in the literature on the topic of 3-D printing of concrete describe 3-D-printed architecture projects. Due to the current size limitation of the 3-D printer itself, often a modular approach of producing smaller components that are then assembled like Legos on site has been taken. Nevertheless, successful proof-of-concepts and small- to full-scale demonstrations of 3-D printing in construction have been flourishing, and 3-D printing of full-scale infrastructure is becoming a reality. It is, indeed, now possible to print homes, buildings, and bridges, as well as architectural and art features. Notable examples include: (i) an entirely 3-D-printed two-story house by a Chinese construction company that was printed on-site in just 45 days and can withstand an 8.0 magnitude earthquake; (ii) the construction of a six-story apartment building in China printed as prefabricated elements off-site using a special ink made from recycled concrete materials; (iii) the construction of a 3 m by 5 m 3-D-printed concrete castle extruded in layers of 3 cm wide and 1 cm thick by a U.S. entrepreneur; and (iv) the recently printed 10.5 m by 12.5 m and 3 m tall dwelling made from indigenous materials (including volcanic ashes) in less than 5 days as part of an hotel suite in the Philippines.

NASA and the European Space Agency (ESA) are also exploring 3-D printing to build deep space exploration habitats. 3-D printing technology is especially appealing for space exploration and extraterrestrial colonization, where it will be expensive and technically difficult to deliver parts from Earth and where on-site manufacturing capabilities will be limited. Already, researchers from the ESA have successfully produced a 1.5 ton building block made of synthetic lunar soil. The Additive Construction for Mobile Emplacement (ACME) project, a collaboration

Certain commercial equipment, instruments, materials, or suppliers are identified in this study to foster understanding. Such identification does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, or does it imply that the materials, instruments, or suppliers are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
between NASA and the Army Corps of Engineers, has demonstrated the ability to use a feedstock mixture of cement and planetary simulant to build both straight and curved walls.\textsuperscript{52} ACME is a gantry system with a nozzle from the Contour Crafting Corporation. In 2016, NASA, Caterpillar, Bechtel, and Bradley University announced the 3-D Printed Habitat Challenge, a public prize competition that is part of NASA’s Centennial Challenges program to spur development of the fundamental technologies necessary to additively manufacture an off-world habitat using mission recycled materials and/or local indigenous materials.\textsuperscript{53,54}

However, despite the recent exciting advances in concrete printing, AM of full-scale construction applications is still in its infancy and an emerging area that has remained limited to the printing of concrete architectural features and empirically formulated mix designs that are minor extensions of existing concrete technology. Notable scientific and regulatory challenges remain to be addressed.

### 2.1.2 Opportunities for AM of cement-based materials

There is increasing pressure to develop more sustainable “green” concrete\textsuperscript{55} along with new paradigms for the design and development of high-performance civil infrastructure materials and structures with exceptional mechanical properties, durability, constructability, resilience, and affordability. Although current cement and concrete development efforts are constrained by the portland cement paradigm and the conventional technologies of casting and precast processing, AM provides increased design flexibility and offers a promising new avenue for unprecedented control over the shape, composition, functionality, and embedding of components (e.g., fibers, nanomaterials, and sensors) that are impossible to achieve with current concrete technologies. These unique prospects of 3-D printing open new material formulations not conceivable before and the creation of novel cement-based materials that integrate form and function by precisely controlling and shaping the materials’ internal structure. This vision was the thrust of the recent workshop sponsored by the US National Science Foundation (NSF) called, Multiscale/3-D Cement Printing.\textsuperscript{56} The workshop brought together over 30 experts from a broad range of disciplines and backgrounds to discuss the potential of AM technology in the construction industry and to identify opportunities and challenges for 3-D printing of cement-based infrastructure materials.

### 2.1.3 AM technology advantages

In addition to the ability to create many shape and geometric features that are impossible with current casting and extrusion methods,\textsuperscript{42} one of the primary advantages of 3-D printing technology for the construction industry is that it blurs the line between masonry and traditional concrete placement and eliminates the need for conventional formwork and molds,\textsuperscript{35,57} providing contractors the freedom to build structures without relying on formwork. The cost of molds and formwork represents 35% to 60% of the cost of a concrete structure,\textsuperscript{58} so the possibility of removing the formwork offers to the construction industry tremendous cost savings and a significant increase in productivity. 3-D printing is also a unique opportunity to optimize the cementitious binder through use of nonportland (e.g., absence of gypsum), inorganic- or mineral-based (e.g., geopolymer), and nonhydraulic materials.\textsuperscript{56} Formulations that do not rely on water are of high relevance to space exploration applications as imported water will likely be reserved for other mission needs and indigenous water, depending on the planetary surface, may prove difficult to extract. On earth, any opportunities to reduce CO\textsubscript{2} emissions, including use of materials other than limestone-based clinkers or waste materials, could have tremendous environmental impacts. Already, powder-based inks made of construction waste materials,\textsuperscript{43} iron oxide-free portland cement-polymer formulations,\textsuperscript{58} magnesium oxide mixes,\textsuperscript{37} and sulfur-based concrete\textsuperscript{48,59,60} have been formulated and used in the printing of proof-of-concept houses and architectural features. For extraterrestrial applications, recyclable feedstock materials are critical where resupply opportunities are constrained and can have an immense impact on mission logistics and risk mitigation for future planetary missions.\textsuperscript{61}

Another significant advantage of AM is the potential for building additional functionality into the structure with the inclusion of functional voids or conduits for postprinting placement of services (e.g., plumbing pipes and electrical wires) and reinforcements (e.g., posttensioning tendons).\textsuperscript{57,62} At the microstructural level, the additive approach promises to enable the localized control of the chemistry and microscale architectures\textsuperscript{63,64} and the inclusion of all manner of coprinted reinforcements and embedded technologies unimaginable with traditional casting or extrusion methods (e.g., embedded fibers and nanoparticles). With the advent of AM, materials design and fabrication processes are merged together. It all begins with the digital design of a three-dimensional electronic model of a building or structure that fully integrates and captures architectural, structural, and functional system details and ends with the push of a button to initiate the rapid fabrication and building of the actual structure from printers. Autonomous and remotely commanded operation of printers is a priority for space use, as many of the habitat construction applications envisioned for planetary surfaces with these technologies would be robotic precursor
missions focused on building the infrastructure needed to support human explorers. In 2014, as part of the 3-D Printing in Zero G mission, NASA demonstrated the ability to uplink a file to a 3-D printer onboard the International Space Station and remotely command the printer’s operation with little crew interaction.\textsuperscript{65}

The rapid iteration of design and manufacturing made possible by 3-D printing will enable engineers and designers to more efficiently and cost effectively explore a significantly greater design space and to design and build in one seamless process multimaterial structures with varying properties and functional characteristics (e.g., load bearing, sensing, energy harvesting/storage, self-healing capability, seismic resilience, and recyclability), thus, providing greater ease of innovation in cements and concrete compared to traditional methods. AM has also been hailed as one of the most important solutions to achieve sustainable design and reduction in construction material waste and raw material extraction.\textsuperscript{39}

2.1.4 | AM technology challenges

While the prospects that AM brings to cement-based materials and its construction are seemingly endless, there are many challenges ahead before the premise of 3-D printing for industrial-scale applications in construction and the building of large- to mega-scale infrastructure like housing complexes, roads and bridges, buildings, and dams can be broadly realized.\textsuperscript{66,67} Most pioneering examples of 3-D printing of buildings and structures are on the scale of a few meters and have been printed as prefabricated blocks that were then assembled instead of on-site printing of the entire structure layer by layer. Although such demonstrations show glimpses of what is possible, scalability, commercialization, and sustainability of the 3-D printing cement technology remain important challenges to be addressed. In addition, the extrusion and powder deposition-based 3-D printers developed to date have low resolution (i.e., layer thickness) that is at best on the order of the centimeter scale. Progress is thus needed for 3-D printing cement technologies that allow for printing large-sized elements and structures contiguously while providing micrometer-length scale printing resolution without sacrificing shape, strength, or productivity. This printing includes the mechanics of mixing and the technology to continuously mix and deliver the materials (admixtures, additives, and fibers) and requires the development of printing media delivery systems (nozzle and printing heads) and mixing technologies, in conjunction with a fundamental understanding of the deposition rate, printed element scale, structural build-up of the layering process, and bonding between layers.\textsuperscript{68-70} Despite some of the recent successes and strides in 3-D printing concrete-like structures, one significant challenge is the printing material itself, owing to the complex nature and variability in cement-based materials that make them difficult to adapt to 3-D printing.\textsuperscript{56} Materials and mixtures for extrusion-based AM must have appropriate thixotropy, that is, be sufficiently fluid and pumpable for extrusion, have maximum workability and flowability to be placed in layers, and have a stable shape after being deposited.\textsuperscript{68,71-73} The cement ink of the printing process must set very rapidly and must have high resistance to adhesive failure. These requirements necessitate either binders other than portland cement or modifying portland cements’ chemistry or the ink additive package (e.g., by eliminating gypsum to enhance rapid setting or addition of yet to be invented admixture packages). Durability of the printed material, effect of successive layer deposition, bonding between deposited layers, and environmental impact are some of the technological hurdles that have been identified.\textsuperscript{56} Other significant challenges include the development of 3-D printing software that can integrate architectural and hierarchical complexity along with structural and material design and seamlessly capture and transmit all this information to printers. Currently available 3-D printing software interfaces are limited to creating the 3-D geometry and do not capture and transmit complex and functional system details at the hierarchical level. The development of software capable of extending the 3-D model specifications beyond geometry to include details such as multiple materials, hierarchical complexity within components, embedded reinforcements, or embedded sensors will be essential.

2.1.5 | AM potential transformative impact

Concrete is the world’s most used construction material, so transformations in its use and performance will have far-reaching impacts on the construction industry and global economy. As with any emerging technology, the future of 3-D concrete printing in the construction industry is the source of debates, with some experts forecasting it will be disruptive or that it is decades away from viability. While it is difficult to predict the exact impacts that 3-D printing will have on concrete and cement, it surely provides the industry with new opportunity. 3-D printing technology is poised to have a dramatic impact on how architects, engineers, and designers are using concrete. It provides materials scientists and engineers with the ability to create materials that exhibit paradigm-shifting properties, enabling new functionalities that are not achievable with existing materials, thus opening new product applications wherein concrete has not previously been competitive. Forecasts on potential impacts often mentioned include:

1. Construction industry efficiency and safety. AM is expected to eliminate the time spent on rebar placement, and mold construction and inspection, making
construction faster, cheaper, and easier. It will improve project planning and labor flow reliability, and increase construction flexibility and efficiency. The construction industry has one of the highest fatal injury rates of all industries—900 fatalities in 2014 in the United States alone. Automation of the construction process through the use of AM will shift the workforce demographic to a more skilled, technology-oriented workforce, thus significantly reducing the occurrences of fatalities and injuries.

2. A more durable and resilient infrastructure. The deterioration of cement-based materials is one of the most important infrastructure problems faced by federal, state, and local agencies with more than $20 billion spent each year in the United States alone on repair, protection, and strengthening of concrete structures. AM offers a promising new avenue for improved durability and resilience of cement-based materials by reducing human error, enhancing reproducibility, and enabling high-performance, flaw-tolerant, cement-based materials compared to traditional concrete, thus overcoming one of the major barriers to durability and resilience of infrastructures.

3. Transforming the home and cities: The 3-D printing technology will provide designers and architects with the ability to specify and build complex geometries integrating function, esthetics, and sustainability. The technology is anticipated to allow affordable housing solutions for low-income areas, customizable homes, and rapid response to large-scale natural disaster stricken areas.

4. Environmental impact: Significant amounts of construction-related wastes are produced each year at a high financial cost to the construction industry and a major problem for its environmental impact. 3-D printing technology is anticipated to reduce construction waste through precise control of material placement and lower material usage.

2.2 Designer admixtures

2.2.1 Brief history of concrete admixture development

While the composition of portland cement has not changed significantly in the past 15 years, material performance characteristics have been dramatically altered by the introduction of synthetic admixtures. The key advantage offered by concrete was, and still is, its capacity to flow at early age, a property that allowed the replacement of cut natural stone or fired clay brick with cast-in-place construction. Not surprisingly, the last century saw great advances in flow properties due in part to the development of so-called plasticizers. The discovery and design of modern molecules has tailored rheological properties, enabled optimization of mix designs, which in turn led to compressive strengths in excess of hundreds of MPa culminating in ultrahigh-performance concretes, and even permitted the stabilization of colloidal C-S-H suspensions used as hardening accelerators.

Durability has also been a primary focus of 20th century admixture design. The service life of concrete structures is in many applications dramatically reduced by environmental exposure. Among the most significant additions to the family of organic admixtures to arise in the past 100 years are air entraining agents to minimize freeze-thaw degradation, shrinkage reducers, and curing agents to mitigate early-age cracking, corrosion inhibitors, and water proofers for improving resistance to chemical attack. Notably, plasticizers indirectly also improve durability by enabling the production of concretes with low porosity.

2.2.2 Current and future challenges for admixture technologies

The 21st century will likely be marked by continued growth in effectiveness and versatility of synthetic admixtures. This trend will be driven by population growth and economic development, urbanization, changes in construction technology (e.g., the development and wide-spread adoption of AM technologies for construction), and the increasing scarcity and rarefication of raw resources, water, and energy.

In response to the seven vectors for change described above (refer to Figure 1), admixture technology in the 21st century should (i) continue to address durability-related challenges, (ii) enable minimization of resources consumption, (iii) promote self-healing characteristics, (iv) allow for the better use of alternative raw and recycled materials, (v) respond to the need for fast and easy construction practices, including additive manufacturing, and (vi) enable the development of concretes with better insulating properties and adaptive/reactive qualities in reaction to the environment or interactions with the users. Thus, it is anticipated that admixtures will need to respond to changes in performance expectations for cement-based materials and evolving construction technologies.

So how will such new molecules or new hybrid technologies be discovered? The emergence of and wide-spread adaptation of molecular-scale modeling and computer-aided molecular design (CAMD) strategies as well as advances in high-throughput experimental strategies are expected to advance admixture technology this century. The resulting next-generation admixtures are anticipated to impart multi-scale control of hydrate assembly and pore structure development. Yet to achieve this vision, a deeper understanding of cement-admixture interactions is required.
2.2.3 | Molecular modeling

Molecular modeling has emerged as a main-stream research tool in many fields. Enabling one to conduct what are now referred to as “in-silico” experiments, all atom quantum and molecular dynamic (MD) simulations are rapidly becoming as commonplace in molecular-scale research as finite-element analysis is for the engineering scale. Such has become routine in polymers, pharmaceuticals, ceramics, and electronic materials research and is rapidly becoming true for cements as well. Examples include using tobermorite\(^84\) as a molecular model for C-S-H, to estimate the bulk and shear modulus and compressibility of a styrene-methyl acrylate-C-S-H composite, Dai et al.\(^85\) Methods for exploring adsorption potentials of organic molecules on C\(_3\)S surfaces were developed to help understand how organic grading aids work at the molecular scale.\(^86\) Although highly underutilized by the admixture research community at this time, the availability of solid-phase structures for phases relevant to cement,\(^87,88\) along with (MD) force fields\(^86,89\) is growing. Recent work on the structure of C-S-H, for example, is not only providing insights into the nature of this elusive material\(^90-95\) but is also making molecular structure files and validated structure models available for use by admixture researchers and designers. And, while the body of literature on admixture-cement molecular-scale model-based research is very small at this time, there exists a huge resource of possibilities regarding molecular and polymer complexes, existing admixtures and design strategies as chemists are increasingly more complex due to the way that hydrates are formed and will become increasingly more complex due to the broader use of new binders and supplementary cementitious materials. However, first attempts to build ex situ compact and ordered cement hydrate-polymer structures have been demonstrated to produce remarkably flexible materials.\(^105\)

The complexity of cement is at least partly the result of the staged precipitation of various hydrates at different points in time, each of which exhibits different surface (e.g., cohesive) and filling properties as well as chemical and physical stability. Better control of crystallization rates, habits, and packing remains, therefore, key to the development of porosity and mechanical properties upon hydration.\(^106,107\) The need for highly specific surface interactions is a prerequisite for the control of properties, but unlike with existing admixtures and design strategies as chemists are somewhat limited by the reactivity of traditional monomers. In contrast, bio-based molecules greatly broaden the range of possibilities regarding molecular and polymer complexity and offer higher specificity for interaction with targeted cement phases. Improved composite properties have been reported for the use of cellulose, chitosan, and starch as nanoparticles.\(^108\) For C-S-H, specific interactions involving various peptide functional groups have been demonstrated by phage display.\(^109\) It is noteworthy that this high-throughput technique using huge libraries of peptides opens new routes and ways of thinking about the identification and design of admixture molecules.

Exciting promises from bio-based molecules are anticipated as the market for such grows.\(^110\) Furthermore, a shift to increased use of renewable resources for production of a wider range of synthetic admixtures will become a necessity as fossil carbon sources dwindle or are regulated out of use. Ways to drastically reduce the cost of admixture molecules could create opportunities due to higher affordable dosages.

2.2.4 | Bioinspired hybrids and bio-based molecules

Work over the past two decades has in part been inspired by the ingenuity of nature, through the elaboration of complex architectures seen in living organisms\(^101\) which achieve remarkable mechanical properties through the elaboration of efficient microstructures and composite design. Translating such to man-made infrastructure materials, however, has been difficult, yet should remain a goal for 21\(^{st}\) century researchers. For many decades, efforts have been made to intermingle organic matter and cement hydrates at the nano- to the mesoscale,\(^102\) the macroscale being well represented by the use of classical fibers.\(^103\) As an example of natural construction, the hierarchical organization of aragonite crystallites embedded in biomolecules by shell-forming organisms leads to both strength and toughness.\(^104\) In cement pastes, achieving this level of controlled assembly of particles remains challenging due to the way that hydrates are formed and will become increasingly more complex due to the broader use of new binders and supplementary cementitious materials. However, first attempts to build ex situ compact and ordered cement hydrate-polymer structures have been demonstrated to produce remarkably flexible materials.\(^105\)

The complexity of cement is at least partly the result of the staged precipitation of various hydrates at different points in time, each of which exhibits different surface (e.g., cohesive) and filling properties as well as chemical and physical stability. Better control of crystallization rates, habits, and packing remains, therefore, key to the development of porosity and mechanical properties upon hydration.\(^106,107\) The need for highly specific surface interactions is a prerequisite for the control of properties, but unlike with existing admixtures and design strategies as chemists are somewhat limited by the reactivity of traditional monomers. In contrast, bio-based molecules greatly broaden the range of possibilities regarding molecular and polymer complexity and offer higher specificity for interaction with targeted cement phases. Improved composite properties have been reported for the use of cellulose, chitosan, and starch as nanoparticles.\(^108\) For C-S-H, specific interactions involving various peptide functional groups have been demonstrated by phage display.\(^109\) It is noteworthy that this high-throughput technique using huge libraries of peptides opens new routes and ways of thinking about the identification and design of admixture molecules.

Exciting promises from bio-based molecules are anticipated as the market for such grows.\(^110\) Furthermore, a shift to increased use of renewable resources for production of a wider range of synthetic admixtures will become a necessity as fossil carbon sources dwindle or are regulated out of use. Ways to drastically reduce the cost of admixture molecules could create opportunities due to higher affordable dosages.

2.2.5 | Controlled polymerization, influence of stereochemistry, and rationalization of structure-activity relationships

Considerable progress has been made in the past two decades on superplasticizer-cement interactions, and has helped
identify mechanisms of incompatibility between some cements and some plasticizers. Recent advances have established relationships between polymer activity and molecular structure and have helped to reveal chemical interactions at the solution-mineral interface as well as the roles of dissolved components such as calcium ions.\textsuperscript{96,97} Polymer synthesis will be enabled in the future by a better understanding and control of the polymer structure-cement property relationships,\textsuperscript{115} guided by all-atom and QSAR modeling.

Despite these advances, rational design of admixtures is still an elusive goal, primarily because of uncertainties about hydration mechanism.\textsuperscript{22} Notably, hydration kinetic mechanisms are being scrutinized in much more detail in recent years. Phenomena such as the precipitation of nanoettringite,\textsuperscript{117} the nature of dissolution processes\textsuperscript{118-120} and the intercalation of polymers in layered aluminates\textsuperscript{121} or in clays\textsuperscript{122} are critical path information needed to direct the design of future admixtures. The development of tightly controlled polymerization routes will also aid the discovery and marketing of designer organic-cement interactions.\textsuperscript{123-125} Finally, manipulation of molecular stereochemistry can lead to huge differences in hydration rates.\textsuperscript{126,127} Stereochemical manipulation, as part of polymer- and small-molecule-based admixture design, should become more common as synthesis methods are introduced to enable such designer molecules to be produced cost effectively.

2.3 Computationally designed composites

2.3.1 Brief history and prognosis

Starting with the seminal work of Roelfstra et al.\textsuperscript{128} at the concrete scale, and of Jennings and Johnson at the cement particle scale,\textsuperscript{129} computer simulations of cement-based materials have been improved and used steadily since then to understand relationships between processing, structure, and properties over the service life of the material. Models for estimating the transport,\textsuperscript{133,134} rheological,\textsuperscript{135} and mechanical properties\textsuperscript{136-138} of cement-based composites based on their structure, over length scales from nanometers to meters, are now fairly advanced. The much greater challenge is to simulate time-domain changes in structure and link them to the consequent changes in properties as the various solid components react either with the interior aqueous solution (e.g., hydration and alkali silica reactions) or with the external environment (e.g., sulfate attack, carbonation, leaching). Furthermore, extending such simulations to accommodate interactions with organic admixtures will be a significant challenge as demands for new cement formulations driven by expected technological changes such as AM place pressure on the research community.

Computer models of structural evolution have been developed with various levels of physical and chemical realism,\textsuperscript{132,139-142} but these models depend on knowledge of the basic material structure, composition, physical properties, and reaction mechanisms, many of which remain poorly understood.\textsuperscript{22} Simulations using such models will therefore be limited in their predictive power until these knowledge gaps are narrowed. This is gradually happening with the help of new experimental capability, described elsewhere in this paper, and atomistic-scale computer models of individual solid phases and surfaces\textsuperscript{90,143} thus models of cement paste microstructure evolution are expected to continue to improve steadily in the future as they incorporate more accurate physics and chemistry.

Perhaps the greatest challenge facing “traditional” computational modeling applications to concrete is that these cement-based composites are becoming more and more complex with the addition of multiple industrial byproducts and organic constituents and additives. Models based on fundamental physics and chemistry can address complex multiphase materials only if detailed information is available about their structure, composition, and reaction mechanisms. These properties may vary greatly among nominally similar materials depending on their source. Materials are chosen primarily based on proximity to the construction site, rather than on particular performance characteristics, and characterizing and accounting for the material variability is a potentially enormous challenge for computational modeling of this kind. Therefore, the accurate design of cementitious composites using computational materials science tools can be effective only if methods are developed for rapidly and accurately characterizing the critical properties of each solid component, including the array of possible solid products that can form during hydration or chemical degradation.

Even with these challenges, the application of such fundamental modeling to cementitious materials has accelerated over the last 30 years, and there is every reason to expect that this trend will continue. However, advances in the existing underlying models will probably be incremental and may be unable to meet the need for reliable design tools for new materials and applications. Therefore, alternative computational strategies should be sought. Among the most promising alternatives are strategies that incorporate one or more forms of artificial intelligence (AI) such as machine learning technology.\textsuperscript{144}

2.3.2 Machine learning (ML)

“Machine learning” is a general term describing algorithms for efficiently exploring the property space of a system. All ML methods use a subset of the available data, called a training set, to discover patterns or relationships among the
data. The ML algorithms are broadly classified as supervised or unsupervised, depending on the nature of the data that are available. The training set for supervised algorithms consists of both input and corresponding output values, and the algorithm’s objective is to identify a function that can predict the output corresponding to new input values. Examples of supervised algorithms include various types of least-squares regression, neural networks, decision trees, and genetic programming.

In contrast, the training set for unsupervised algorithms consists only of input values, and the objective is to discover patterns in the input values. Unsupervised algorithms include various types of cluster analysis, Markov random fields, and principal component analysis.

ML has been used in materials science for at least 15 years to determine phase diagrams from X-ray diffraction data, to predict interatomic potential energy surfaces from quantum mechanical data, to use those potential energy surfaces to predict crystal structures of materials that have not yet been synthesized, to predict engineering properties from processing data, and to segment metallographic microstructures into their component phases.

Some applications of ML to cementitious materials and related chemical admixtures have been made already, and they provide a glimpse of the latent power and flexibility of such methods for designing cementitious composites when sufficient training data are available. Phase segmentation of cement powder microstructures is now routinely accomplished by unsupervised ML, using clustering algorithms trained on subsets of 2D backscattered electron micrographs and X-ray microanalysis data of polished cement powder cross sections. Cross-validation resampling of the data indicates that these methods have prediction errors that are typically less than 2% for the major phases in portland cement. Genetic programming and neural networks have been used to predict 28-d mortar compressive strength as a function of 19 input variables, including oxide composition, fineness, and the 3 d and 7 d compressive strength. The predictions had about half the error of alternative methods that used a standard multilinear regression among the same variables. Devaney and Hagedorn used unsupervised ML on hydrating plasters, training their models on X-ray microtomography data with unsupervised classification, decision trees, and genetic programming to classify plaster powder and plaster at different hydration times. Wang et al. even predicted cement paste hydration characteristics with an ML approach, in contrast to the physicochemical microstructure models that have been more often used recently. Wang et al. used flexible neural trees coupled with genetic algorithms and gene expression programming to evolve the hydration neural tree structure, rules, and parameters. The results are notable; the neural-based hydration model not only fits training data but also predicts hydration for cements of different composition, fineness, and curing conditions. Using a vastly different AI strategy, Cruz, et al. demonstrated a crude autoregressive approach for cement microstructure generation.

As in other areas of materials science, design of new cementitious mixtures in the future is likely to be increasingly aided by ML. However, realizing the full potential of the ML approach will require two large and sustained efforts within the industry. One task will be the development and adoption of a complementary suite of supervised and unsupervised algorithms that span the range of challenges from raw material characterization, through the discovery of structure-property relationships, to the final determination of optimized mixture design parameters for a given set of available materials. The second and more challenging task is the design, construction, and curation of a standardized data repository of relevant materials (e.g., cements, cement phases, aggregates, supplementary cementitious materials, and organic admixtures) that can be used for training and validation of those ML algorithms.

An especially important prerequisite for effective ML modeling is to have a realistic hypothesis space—the range of allowable input parameters and the functional dependence of the model on those parameters—that is informed by materials science knowledge. For example, the current classification scheme for fly ash somewhat arbitrarily depends on bulk oxide composition that does not directly relate to the abundance, composition, and reactivity of the glassy and crystalline components of those materials. Consequently, the Class C or F designation of a fly ash is unlikely to be a useful input variable in the hypothesis space for predicting compressive strength of a high-volume fly ash concrete. This example points out the fact that ML by itself is not a panacea for predicting concrete properties. As other sections of this study have argued, concerted and focused research is still required to determine meaningful characterization of the materials that will more accurately link to performance. High-performance, materials science-based computer modeling at all length scales will inevitably couple to new experimental measurement science to generate that knowledge.

2.3.3 | Adoption of ML algorithms

The first task, the development and adoption by the cement materials industry of a collection of ML algorithms, is made considerably easier by the fact that much of the development work has been done by others. The challenge for the industry, largely unfamiliar with data-driven methods, is to determine the best ML approaches for each task in the complex endeavor of mixture design.
Unsupervised cluster analysis and pattern recognition methods such as dynamic time warping\textsuperscript{174} likely will be the workhorses for the automated characterization of material phase composition and microstructure based on microscopy and X-ray diffraction data, whereas supervised methods, especially neural networks and decision trees, may rise to prominence for developing predictive models of engineering properties from chemical and structural input data on the constituent materials. In fact, no one exclusive set of ML methods is likely to be identified because the industry itself is highly distributed and each sector faces different, although related, characterization and prediction challenges. Furthermore, ML algorithms themselves are expected to improve with time. Cement manufacturers will likely adopt unsupervised methods for characterization of their raw materials and final products, as well as supervised methods for discovering relationships among raw material characteristics, clinkering and grinding process variables, and final product characteristics. Chemical additive manufacturers have the same general objectives, but their methods will probably be tailored to molecular design and also may more directly involve atomic- and molecular-scale simulation models that are accelerated by ML methods (e.g., kernel ridge regression trained by data generated from density functional theory).\textsuperscript{175}

2.3.4 Building data repositories

The power of ML methods relies entirely on the amount, diversity, and quality of data that are used to train and test them. Recognition of these facts has led to a major thrust within the U.S. Materials Genome Initiative (MGI)\textsuperscript{176} toward the design and growth of curated materials data repositories, which are described more fully in Section 7. For cement-based materials, the necessary data will include, but not be limited to, measurements of composition, including oxides and phase abundances, component physical properties such as particle size distribution, densities, and specific heat capacities. The metadata associated with these basic data will need to be captured to help understand variability among materials and the relationships of that variability to processing conditions, and should be sufficiently detailed to enable another researcher to repeat the measurement. Typical metadata for the phase composition of a cement clinker by X-ray diffraction could include the parameters of the measurement itself, such as the instrument settings, analysis software, and settings. Other important metadata could be the manufacturing conditions that produced the clinker, such as raw material sources (which themselves will have associated characterization data that can be linked), date and time of production, clinkering temperature, dwell time, quench rate, and grinding conditions. Interoperability will depend on having these data and metadata stored in data repositories in a standardized format that can be rapidly searched and mined to obtain the relevant training and validation datasets for ML models. As various industry sectors gain more confidence in computational materials science calculations, the data repositories could include not only experimental measurement data but also simulation data and metadata, especially for those properties that are currently impossible or inconvenient to measure routinely. Finally, one should expect that ML models themselves, as they become more widely used, will also help determine the most important types of data that are needed because they will automatically identify input data that have little or no impact on a given performance characteristic of the material.

2.4 Big data and smart materials

As described in the previous section, effective computational design of cementitious composites will require detailed characterization of material properties, both for the starting components and for the composite itself during its service life. Besides the traditional and emerging laboratory characterization methods, an increasingly large role in materials measurement will be assumed by continuous sensing technology in the field. Sensors can be embedded within a material component to relay data on its condition wirelessly to a continuous data collection station. Alternatively, the material itself can be endowed with sensing and actuating properties, using conductive fibers, nanowires, or other technologies, to become a “smart” material that can sense and transmit data on its own condition.

The development of AM will likely accelerate the ability to implement smart materials and smart structures that have the potential to generate huge amounts of data or require that large datasets, now referred to as “big data,” be processed as part of their ongoing functions. Furthermore, the very development of technologies such as AM, advanced admixture systems, and next-generation computational infrastructures will inherently require and be greatly aided by facilities for management and interpretation of large datasets. Despite confusion concerning the etymology and definition of the term “big data,” further advances in “smart” materials\textsuperscript{*} may result in very large and complex datasets that may be problematic to process using conventional data management or data processing tools (i.e., will result in “big data”). Research on smart materials has often focused on developing materials and sensors that enable a structure to sense stress or strain.\textsuperscript{177-185} However, less research has been performed on developing structural materials (i.e., composite materials, including cements and concretes) that can inherently manifest smart behavior, including

\textsuperscript{*}“Smart” materials are engineered to detect changes in physical parameters (e.g., temperature or strength) and respond appropriately.
sensing and self-healing. The resulting multifunctional behavior could reduce or eliminate maintenance as well as the need for embedded or attached sensors and thereby lower costs and increase the fraction of the functional component to potentially increase durability.

The addition of electrically conductive components such as carbon-based powders, carbon fibers, piezoelectric materials, or nanomaterials (e.g., nano-Fe$_2$O$_3$, fullerenes, graphene, carbon nanofibers, and nanotubes) to a cement can add “smart” functionality without the concomitant loss of structural integrity; nanoparticle additions can often also improve the structural properties of these materials. Thus, nanotechnology smart materials is a promising alternative for large-scale applications. Self-sensing and self-healing “smart” concrete, ideally requiring little or no maintenance, can detect potential defects before failure, making it an important component of smart buildings and infrastructure.

Research on brain function, including distributed control, parallel processing, and input-driven event initiation suggests the possibility of changing the paradigm for how to design materials and structures (or systems of structures) for “big data” by designing the structure to accommodate smart materials.

2.4.1 Brief history of “big data” and smart materials

No rigorous definition of the term “big data” exists. The first uses of the now ubiquitous term “big data” involved the concept that the amount of information was growing so large that the quantity needed for analysis could not be accommodated in computer storage necessitating changes in the methods and tools needed for analysis. One of, if not the first, use of the term “big data” in the information science context is attributed to John R. Mashey, Chief Scientist at Silicon Graphics, Inc., when he presented a paper entitled “Big Data... and the Next Wave of Infrastrust” at a USENIX meeting. The first published use of the term may be in the paper “Big Data’ Dynamic Factor Models for Macroeconomic Measurement and Forecasting” by F. X. Diebold at the Eighth World Congress of the Econometric Society. Current references to “big data” are based on the relationship of the volume of structured and unstructured data to storage and/or processing capacity and analytical ability using traditional database and software techniques and tools; very few references are to “big data” techniques applied to infrastructure materials or concrete, including smart materials.

“Smart” materials include a wide variety of materials (e.g., piezoelectric, magnetorestrictive, pH-sensitive, chroomogenic systems, and shape memory alloys) manifesting varying, “smart” functionalities, including self-adaptability, self-sensing, and memory. Because of their varied responses to external stimuli, “smart” materials have many applications, including embedded sensors to assess long-term bridge or structural durability or self-healing. Research has often focused on the material science needed to make “smart” sensors and relatively less attention has been given to the development of structural materials (e.g., “smart” concretes) that are able to provide smart functionality. The infrastructure use of these materials would reduce or eliminate the need for maintenance and embedded sensors with the potential for increased strength and lower costs.

2.4.2 Applications and opportunities of “big data” and smart applications for structural materials

At the nexus of “smart materials” and “big data” is the modification and development of structural materials that inherently manifest “smart” behavior, including transmitting signal information for health monitoring and diagnostics. Whereas sensing is a fundamental aspect of “smart materials,” at one end of the spectrum, there are various sensors made of cementitious materials to measure stress and strain for structural health monitoring (e.g., damage detection) and at the other end ceramic materials to evaluate early-age curing properties. Carbon nanotubes and nanofibers are potential candidates as (nano-) reinforcements in cementitious materials; resulting materials exhibit extraordinary strength and have unique electronic and chemical properties. Cement-based, piezoelectric sensors or self-sensing, composite materials incorporating multiwalled carbon nanotubes show promise for real-time vehicle detection for a smart traffic monitoring system. Toward the other end of the spectrum is the development of a “smart” cement by incorporating iron-oxide nanoparticles to enhance the piezoresistive behavior (allowing for real-time monitoring) which increasing the compressive strength and modulus of elasticity for oil well applications. Monitoring and analysis of the real-time information transmitted by smart materials (especially for large systems) can then leverage extant “big data” techniques (e.g., sampling, online, and multiresolution analysis methods).
transportation, and energy applications. Better monitoring and control of the complex processes related to concrete aging and degradation are also critical. “Smart” composites, including cement and concrete, can sense deteriorating structures to allow for immediate response and, in some cases, self-healing resulting in safer and more efficient use. Results from real-time monitoring of infrastructure using “smart” materials can be used to help improve current design techniques and materials for future infrastructure applications. Recent trends in technology over the last decade that have been driven by the demands of the consumer market place have resulted in a massive influx of consumer technology to respond to large and distributed volumes of unstructured and structured data (e.g., mobile computing, full-field imaging, and ad hoc networks).

2.5 Alternative binder systems

Alternative cements are defined here as inorganic cementitious materials that can be used for building and construction, but whose properties and composition are not yet specified by existing standards and regulations. Efforts to develop new cements have been stimulated by deficiencies in the perceived performance of ordinary portland cement (OPC). Some examples of cements developed to fill need gaps include calcium aluminate cement (CAC) and Sorel cement. All cements, traditional or otherwise, have limited elemental composition, primarily comprising Si, O, Ca, Al, Fe, and Mg. This constitution is unsurprising on an economic basis because cementing materials must be composed of materials that are abundant in the Earth’s crust. Therefore, while the atomic arrangements of future alternative cements may change, they are expected to continue to contain the elements just listed.

However, in addition to the requirements of low cost and abundance, a new factor has come into prominence: the environmental cost of cement production and use. The global production of OPC is associated with substantial CO₂ emissions, on the order of 0.9 tons per ton of OPC produced. This burden represents about 7% of global emissions today, but without constraints the percentage is expected to increase to 25% of global emissions by 2050. Therefore, a step change is required to produce cements with reduced (or zero) CO₂ impact —a requirement which may force cement manufacturers out of the envelope of compositions defined as OPC.

The evolution of new cement types will need to overcome both technical and nontechnical barriers. Requirements for mechanical performance and long-term durability are critical, but standards and specifications, whether prescriptive or performance based, will also require robust change. In addition, confidence in new materials must be acquired by the end user (e.g., contractors) in the deployment of new cements. In each case, some application flexibility will be needed because new cements may need to be processed and placed in a manner somewhat different from OPC-based concrete. An important concern that arises along with the quest to replace OPC, whether by supplementary cementitious materials or by new cement types, is whether a new formulation can provide high enough pH to passivate the reinforcing steel, which OPC does quite nicely. A shift away from OPC will tend to compromise the calcium buffer, and hence the extent of passivity afforded, but simultaneous changes in reinforcing materials away from ferrous metals (e.g., to fiber-reinforced polymers) may reduce the need for corrosion resistance. Nevertheless, because of the driving force to reduce CO₂ emissions, the following alternative cements that may emerge in the next 100 years appear promising.

2.5.1 Carbonated cements

Calcium-rich OPC hydrates (e.g., Ca(OH)₂ and C-S-H) carbonate spontaneously to form CaCO₃, amorphous hydrated silica (if the precursor is siliceous), and water. The carbonation reaction is sensitive to the presence of water which catalyzes the reaction and is favored with increasing pressure and temperature. Based on the tendency of calcium-rich (and magnesium-rich) compounds to carbonate, recently, three propositions for beneficial CO₂ uptake which render cementation have been proposed:

Carbonation of brackish (Mg, Ca-rich) brines

Concentrated brines that result from the desalination of seawater have magnesium-rich and calcium-rich compositions. When CO₂ is dissolved in such brine compositions, (Mg, Ca) carbonates are spontaneously formed. Contributions from Glasser et al. have recently demonstrated such an approach wherein the formation of nesquehonite results in the formation of stable cementitious formulations. While a range of compositions of (Mg, Ca) carbonates could be formed, thus far only nesquehonite, a hydrated magnesium carbonate, has realized cementing characteristics.

Carbonation of hydrated lime

Lime mortars “mature” by taking up CO₂ over long periods of exposure to the atmosphere. This process is far too slow to be a practical form of sequestration on a large scale, but recently it has been shown that pressurized CO₂ can carbonate hydrated lime (Ca(OH)₂) within a few hours at room temperature if the relative humidity is 20% or greater. Lime carbonation by such an approach results in the formation of a monophasic CaCO₃ end-product (and water)—whose crystal morphology can be controlled by varying the reaction conditions. While stable compacts
can be formed, the performance characteristics of the carbonated solids require more in-depth examinations.

Carbonation of calcium silicates

Hydrated calcium silicates are well-known to carbonate. Based on this idea, there has been some interest in contacting wollastonite (CaSiO₃) slurries with carbonated water at elevated pressure and temperature. This approach, which somewhat mimics the process of autoclaving concrete, is a potentially attractive route to activate a wide range of otherwise slightly reactive low-calcium silicates, (e.g., including rankinite (Ca₃Si₂O₇)). Such systems have been shown to produce dense matrices upon carbonation and to offer mechanical properties similar to typical hydrated OPC compositions.

In the latter two cases, the motivation for carbonation is straightforward: it seeks to “reuse” mineralized CO₂ released during the production of the precursors (e.g., portlandite or wollastonite) in the carbonated products. A detailed life-cycle analysis (LCA) performed for the case of hydrated lime carbonation suggests that the CO₂ burden is detailed life-cycle analysis (LCA) performed for the case of landite or wollastonite) in the carbonated products. A released during the production of the precursors (e.g., portlandite). 

Energy minimization for calcium-based precursor production generally implies a need to reduce their lime content or the quantity of SiO₂, the latter of which requires elevated temperatures to react with lime.

Carbonation processing comes with its own unique challenges, too. First, it is sensitive to the presence and state of water, which may be present or liberated over the course of carbonation. The liberated water fills pores and inhibits entry of CO₂ into porosity. Furthermore, the solubility of CO₂ in water diminishes sharply with temperature so the exothermic nature of carbonation could actually slow reaction progress. Second, when it is desired to carbonate a slurry of precursor particles in water, the particle size distribution must be both fine and optimized for the reaction conditions to encourage sufficient carbonation in a short time. Third, carbonation requires a pure and abundant source of CO₂ at the appropriate temperature and pressure for the reaction. Carbonation can be accomplished, in principle, with low-purity CO₂, but the reaction rate increases with purity, so optimization of reaction time requires the highest practical purity of CO₂. Flue gas from coal and natural gas power production has about 5% to 25% (v/v) of CO₂. If that purity is adequate, the challenge becomes one of transporting CO₂ to locations of consumption. In the United States, CO₂ transportation pipelines are already in place in Oklahoma and Texas to convey CO₂ that is useful in enhanced oil recovery applications. However, if a higher purity of CO₂ is desired, the flue gas must be purified using gas separation membranes, sorbents, or other technology. Therefore, carbonation processing is likely best suited to factory production in the style of precast concrete manufacture today. While the style of such manufacture is evolutionary, encompassing larger and more sophisticated dimensions of additive manufacturing, the promise of carbonation relies on practical, cost-effective, industrially viable processing solutions, and the introduction of incentives or credits for cementation agents that take up CO₂.

2.5.2 Calcium sulfoaluminate (C-$-A) cements

Cements based on calcium sulfoaluminate compositions first appeared commercially in China in the 1970s, although references to such cements date back to the 1930s. They are gaining relevance due to their ability to be made in a conventional rotary kiln using calcium, aluminum, and sulfur-rich precursors. C-$-A cements are gaining importance due to their lower CO₂ intensity (i.e., CaO content that is approximately 30% lower than OPC) and ease of grinding. In fact, commercial producers are on the verge of introducing C-$-A cements for mass market applications. However, the lower CO₂ intensity comes at the cost of elevated SO₃ emissions, potentially elevated NOₓ emissions (due to the reduced processing temperatures), and a high-priced product (approximately two or three times more expensive than OPC) as the C-$-A precursors are more expensive than their OPC counterparts.

Compositonally, C-$-A clinkers contain Klein’s compound (ye’lemite, or C₄A₃$), ternesite (C₅S₂$) and belite (C₂S) soluble sulfate, in the form of anhydrite, is added to regulate dimensional change and to ensure a period of workability similar to OPC. C-$-A cements also have final strengths similar to OPC compositions, although their initial strength development happens more rapidly.

Hydrated C-$-A compositions consist primarily of ettringite, with C-S-H forming more slowly as the belite hydrates. Formation of a mole of ettringite requires 26 moles of water, so the water-to-C-$-A mass ratio required for complete hydration is on the order of 0.6. Hydration is rapid and is nearly complete in 1 day or less. While current admixtures, such as water reducing agents, can be used to control the fluidity of C-$-A formulations, the compatibility of current water reducers with C-$-A cements needs to be more robustly examined. Significantly, the Chinese Standards Association (CSA) has promulgated standards for these cements and their durability can be appreciated from the elevated motorways around Beijing, some of which were formed from prefabricated sections and have been in service for nearly 40 years. Looking forward, however,
C-S-A cements may be plagued with complexities in sourcing raw materials for their production. For example, the high alumina content of clinkers can best be achieved using bauxite as a component of the raw meal. But worldwide bauxite supplies are relatively limited and grades high in alumina are expensive because bauxite is also needed for aluminum production. To remedy the need for high alumina content, some of the ye’elemite can be replaced by calcium and silica, which react with sulfate to form ternsite, another compound with hydraulic cementing capability. Thus, a range of belite-ternsite-ye’elemite clinkers may be produced using lower cost reactants.

C-S-A cements have significant future potential, but understanding of the kinetics and equilibrium of synthesis is poor. Even now a critical knowledge gap is the understanding of which mineralogical components, and in what quantities, are desirable in the clinker. Recent studies have shown that gas fugacities of S-O species affect sulfate phase formation and the balance among anhydrite, ternsite, and ye’elemite, but numerous inconsistencies still need to be resolved before optimized clinkers with specific mineral compositions and engineering properties can be manufactured.

2.5.3 | Geopolymer cements

While incapable of precise definition, geopolymers are formed by reaction of an aluminosilicate solid (e.g., clay, fly ash, or slag) with an alkali source, typically sodium or potassium hydroxide or silicate, or mixtures thereof, with water. The main bonding phase formed is a hydrous gel with poor long-range order that contains sodium (or potassium), and oxides of aluminum and silicon (abbreviated as N-A-S-H). This gel is analogous to, but not continuously miscible with, the C-A-S-H gels formed in hydrated OPC. For example, sodium is strongly bonded in the gel, unlike sodium in C-A-S-H, which is readily leached. Alkalis in geopolymers are linked into a rather open and negatively charged Al-Si framework. Calcium has also been used to replace part of the alkalis to produce a hybrid cementing matrix. The principle concern about geopolymers is their inability to react sufficiently to produce early-age strength unless significant heat curing and elevated alkali concentrations are used. The N-A-S-H gel is thermally fragile and crystallizes at temperatures exceeding 60°C. This transformation results in the formation of phases similar to sodalite, which have inferior binding characteristics compared to the original gel. The interest in geopolymers is based on the supposedly low CO₂ emissions associated with their production and use. However, it is difficult to foresee an overall CO₂ savings because of the highly CO₂-intensive nature of alkali production, the limited abundance of alkalis in the Earth’s crust, and questions regarding the future availability of fly ash in an economy where coal power is penalized. This latter issue will be even more problematic if fly ash use itself incurs a CO₂ economic penalty because its status changes from “coal combustion waste” to “valuable SCM”.

2.5.4 | Active belite

The belite compound in cement (Ca₂SiO₄, abbreviated as C₂S) is known to contribute significantly to the strength of hydrated OPC especially after the first few days or weeks of hydration. As belite can be produced at a lower temperature, and with one formula unit less lime than alite (Ca₃SiO₅), it can be produced with a lower CO₂ impact. Significant value could therefore be realized if belite could be made more reactive with water. The search for reactive belite is facilitated by the fact that belite has several polymorphs. The olivine-structured γ-C₂S structure is essentially unreactive with water, but the β-C₂S structure that is stabilized by foreign ions in technical clinkers is much more reactive with water. The alpha polymorphs are reported to be reactive, although efforts to stabilize them at lower temperatures have not been successful. However, the origin of belite and, more broadly, of clinker reactivity is still a matter of debate. The thermodynamic stability differences among the different polymorphs are important because phase transformations that occur during cooling can produce twinning, exsolution, and mechanical strain. Furthermore, ionic substitutions that occur at elevated temperatures may result in the formation of both point and extended defects. So far, it has not been possible to deconvolute the many factors controlling belite reactivity, but recent work shows systematic approaches by which the role of defects and clinker processing could be decoupled to render new understanding. This recent progress renews the potential for enhancing reactivity, making belitic cements a valuable target for reducing the industrial reliance on alite-dominant clinkers for early strength.

2.5.5 | Prognosis for alternative cements

OPC will probably be produced for at least the next 100 years, but likely in an evolved form, at a reduced scale, and by processes that utilize renewable energy and carbon sequestration technologies. The composition of OPC clinker will likely move toward lower CO₂ emissions per ton, principally by formulating reactive belite chemistries, by better exploitation of the ability of impurities to manipulate clinker reactivity, and by bringing new efficiencies to the clinkering cycle, the latter of which will become less empirical through close integration of kinetic and thermodynamic data.

Among alternative cements, formulations that take up CO₂, or that are even CO₂ negative, are principle targets.
for further development. An important aspect of such cements is the possibility they offer to realize beneficial utilization of CO₂. However, all current propositions for cement compositions that sequester CO₂ are not yet competitive with OPC. Substantial progress must still be made, scientific and otherwise, before these cements can be manufactured at industrial scales. On the other hand, C-S-A cements appear to be emerging as a leading alternative cement over the next decade. Indeed, near-term commercial entry of C-S-A cements appears to be imminent in the Western world.

In broader terms, the time scale to innovation and evolution of alternative cements depends on public policy and stimulus. CO₂ taxes can be regarded as either an opportunity or a threat. Scientific developments and technology can inform debates, but if the cement industry is to remain competitive in the face of possible policy-driven mandates, it needs to present realistic, viable, and impactful alternatives to traditional OPC.

### 2.6 Next-generation instrumental capabilities

Advanced instrumentation is a critical part of supporting the cement research community’s efforts to develop data that can inform modeling initiatives, and ultimately will be key to discovering new and innovative cements and organic admixtures. And, while the cements research community has done a good job utilizing big science instruments and keeping pace with state-of-the-art laboratory tools, the future seems equally bright as new tools come on-line and others are planned and envisioned for this century. Such tools are urgently needed to complete the fundamental physical and chemical description of the processes that determine the materials properties of infrastructure cements. Increased specialization and performance specifications will also drive the need for better measurements and more understanding.

The heterogeneity of cement and concrete varies over ten orders of magnitude, from nanometers to meters, which imposes unique challenges for analytical methods. The measurement time scales also have an enormous range. For example, there are important chemical changes (reactions) that are observable on the order of seconds, such as C₃S dissolution and C₃A hydration, while others persist or are delayed for months or years (e.g., C₃S hydration, carbonation, and alkali silica reaction). In addition, the vulnerability of the hydrated cement paste to alteration during sample preparation and environmental conditions during analysis is a particularly great challenge. Artifacts can be introduced by the hard vacuums or localized heating by particle beams required for many measurement techniques that can dehydrate the sample and destroy the microstructure in fractions of a second. These challenges, however, will likely be overcome by emergent techniques.

The trends in the development of analytical techniques have led to a distinction between instruments located in an individual investigator’s laboratory and those at centralized multiuser materials science centers. The latter comprise a small number of large dedicated facilities around the world that have multiple instrument stations (e.g., photon beam lines) where experiment time is allocated through a formal user application process. This approach is sometimes referred to as the “Big Science” of materials in analogy to the “Big Science” of high-energy particle physics. Among big materials science facilities of primary interest to the cement science community are synchrotron radiation (low-energy X-rays) and neutron sources. As neutrons interact with the nucleus of atoms and X-rays interact with the surrounding electron cloud, they are complementary techniques. Typically, X-rays are more suitable for elements with higher atomic numbers and neutrons for the lighter elements, particularly hydrogen.

Analytical methods involving both X-ray and neutron radiation can be classified into three main categories: diffraction, spectroscopy, and imaging. For the diffraction category, conventional one-dimensional single-detector goniometer-based methods are being replaced by 2-D image plates that record numerous Debye-Scherrer rings simultaneously (enabling advanced texture analysis), and 3-D diffraction techniques. Moreover, the much higher data acquisition rates of the 2-D and 3-D techniques will make possible time-resolved diffraction studies on much finer time scales, especially with the very high brilliance of future sources such as free electron lasers. These advances will make possible microstructure definition in terms of parameters such as colloidal particle size, fractal surface areas and total surface area by small angle scattering methods (SAS) in which the coherent scattering becomes dominated by the dimensions of microstructural features rather than by interatomic distances. A unique capability of small angle neutron scattering (SANS) is contrast matching. This technique involves adjusting the hydrogen/deuterium ratio of the pore water to highlight or fade out selected phases such as CH. Finally, the pair distribution function (PDF) which is the Fourier transform of the diffraction pattern can be used to characterize amorphous or disordered materials in terms of nearest neighbors and bond lengths.

As new spectroscopy facilities come on-line, including the Advanced Photon Source Upgrade (APS-U) existing X-ray fluorescence (XRF) measurements will be supported by X-ray absorption (XAS) techniques that provide information on chemical state along with X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) and inelastic X-ray scattering. New neutron spectroscopy facilities are expected to include...
increasingly resolved quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS)\textsuperscript{261,262} and inelastic neutron scattering (INEL). Such new techniques should be applied to quantify the states of water (i.e., reacted vs unreacted) in hydrating cement pastes and to measure phonon distributions in solid phases to investigate the role of factors such as internal relative humidity\textsuperscript{263} in controlling hydration reaction kinetics of innovative cement systems including the effects of chemical additives, respectively.

As noted above, X-rays and neutrons have different attenuation properties. This difference makes different imaging systems of interest. These can produce 2-D grayscale histogram plots that can significantly improve the segmentation of images into individual phases that could not be recognized using either type of radiation alone. This technique should eliminate the need for simultaneous diffraction in some applications, especially for identifying hydrogen-bearing phases. Simultaneous X-ray and neutron imaging has been implemented by installing a conventional tube-based X-ray system in the Neutron Imaging Facility at NIST\textsuperscript{264}. In the future, combined systems utilizing electronic neutron generators (ENG)\textsuperscript{265} in the beam lines of synchrotron radiation sources are expected.

As synchrotron and neutron methods do not require destructive sample preparation or hard vacuums, it is possible to make repeated measurements on the same sample over time using 4-D (3-D + time) computed tomography, enabling the quantification of materials evolution and behavior. The capability to perform in situ imaging is expected to be extended by the development of experimental cells in the form of microreactors using nanotechnology fabrication methods. These microreactors can be either batch operation\textsuperscript{264,265} or single-pass flow-through environments that would permit complete control of solution chemistry and temperature in, for example, the investigation of cement hydration kinetics.\textsuperscript{266} These imaging-based methods may also be enhanced by the introduction of nanoparticles with multiple functionalities to serve as contrast agents or as tags to track chemical species of admixtures.

Unfortunately, the number of new Big Science user facilities will be limited for the foreseeable future.\textsuperscript{267,268} Consequently, shorter-term strategies for increasing the throughput of research at existing facilities are expected to emphasize increasing the number of instruments per source, increasing the radiation flux at each instrument through improved detector efficiency, and adding more detectors per instrument. These practices will drive the development of higher-performance new detector technologies such as superconducting microcalorimeters for X-ray detection that can improve energy resolution to less than 10 electron-volts,\textsuperscript{269} or excimer scintillation detectors for neutrons to increase detection efficiency.\textsuperscript{270}

Ion beam analysis (IBA) techniques fall in between big materials science and individual investigator laboratory-based science. Although ion beam accelerators are not found in every materials laboratory, there are still hundreds available in both academic and industrial facilities, making competition for beam time on them much less intense than for the big science facilities. The IBA approach uses beams of charged particles in a wide variety of techniques involving different combinations of incident particle types and detected signal.\textsuperscript{271} A major application of IBA to cement chemistry might be the nuclear resonance reaction analysis based on\textsuperscript{15}N(\textsuperscript{1}H,\gamma)\textsuperscript{12}C reaction to probe the development of the surface layers that may control cement hydration kinetics during the critical early period prior to solid-phase percolation.\textsuperscript{272}

Finally, Big Materials Science techniques are expected to migrate to individual investigator laboratories through the introduction of table-top synchrotrons,\textsuperscript{273} advanced electronic neutron generators, and miniaturized particle accelerators. Such developments will enable the ultimate vision of a laboratory-based materials characterization system that can simultaneously perform diffraction, spectroscopy, and imaging at relevant time and length scales and make such devices widely and affordably available. And, while the primary focus here has been on multiuser Big Science facilities, it is likely that most advances in the future will come from individual investigator laboratories that use miniaturized particle accelerators. Many of the techniques described above will be generally applicable for such instruments as particle flux and detector capabilities improve with time.

### 2.7 Curated materials data

The common requirements of the preceding six focal areas for 21\textsuperscript{st} century research on cements culminate in the need for high-quality material properties and structure characterization and broad sharing of such datasets. Furthermore, the complex stoichiometry, heterogeneity, and hierarchical structure of cement and concrete make the design and discovery of new cementitious materials quite challenging. These features, combined with variability in manufacture, processing, placement, testing, and field environment, call for a unified materials data platform (so-called Curated Materials Data) to facilitate the design and engineering of concrete products in the century ahead. Creating and sharing a meticulously curated materials dataset, including various processing (e.g., mixing ingredients, temperature), structure (e.g., electron microscopy data, atomic structure), properties (e.g., thermodynamic data), and testing (e.g., strength according to ASTM standards) data, will significantly impact modern engineering of concrete, especially in light of rapid advancements in computational discoveries.
big data science and analytics, cloud systems, and machine learning. As an example, recent curated data-based discovery and advancements in biological materials (e.g., mapping of DNA and its characteristics such as folding patterns) has put biology on a more sound footing compared to a few decades ago. This section briefly highlights some of the opportunities that hold great promise for creating a globally accessible curated materials dataset for advancing concrete science and technology.

Looking at the past century, the Long-Time Study of Cement Performance in Concrete was an ambitious, large-scale, nation-wide effort starting in 1940 to combine laboratory and field studies on cement performance in concretes in different exposure conditions. Cements were selected that represented a range of physical and chemical properties as well as methods of manufacture, and were extensively characterized. Their data, archived on paper, consist of a detailed accounting of the cement manufacture, bulk chemistry composition, phase composition, descriptive and quantitative microscopy, physical characteristics, such as specific gravity, fineness, specific surface, water demand, time of set, and strength development. These cements were subsequently used in the construction of test pavement sections, walkways, parapet walls, beams, prisms, and blocks in different locations using local aggregates to assess performance in outdoor exposure experiments in distinct climatic regions across the United States and in laboratory environments. This exhaustive testing and exposure site monitoring undoubtedly helped in the development of ASTM C150 in the early 1940s and subsequent refinements made to existing ASTM tests as well as in the development of new test methods. The archived cements were used for many years after, for example, Frohnsdorff’s automated quantitative X-ray diffraction routine in the mid-1960s was calibrated using the Long-Time cements.275

Although the above advancements and standard protocols established by the American Concrete Institute (ACI) and the American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO) helped in the preparation of a sort of virtual databank and design manuals associated with basic cement/concrete manufacturing and testing, they still have significant shortcomings when it comes to new materials and innovation. More precisely, despite the successes of test and specification standardization, these prescriptive requirements may have inadvertently limited innovation and acceptance of novel materials in the construction industry through creation of a cookbook for the manufacture of cement and, perhaps, materials that are a compromise in performance to satisfy a range of construction conditions. With the demands of sustainability and emergent new technologies such as AM in the 21st century, there is an urgency to develop new cementitious systems (see Section 5), inclusive of mineral and organic constituents, with improved properties that entail low energy consumption, minimal field maintenance, and reduced or zero CO₂ emissions. To this end, unified and curated materials data for cement and concrete science and technology can have a significant impact.

The last decade has seen a remarkable increase in high-performance computing, big data, and machine learning. A prime example in the context of materials science is the Materials Genome Initiative (MGI)—initially started by the US Department of Energy (DOE) and later supported by other organizations and industries—which initiated a new era of materials innovation, serving as a foundation for strengthening materials-related industries. The cement-related sciences have also witnessed a dramatic improvement in computationally enabled design and understanding across many length scales. Examples include detailed molecular-level understanding of the defects and screw or edge dislocations in cement crystals (alite and belite), and tobermorite (see Figure 2), origin of nanoscale friction in cement hydrates, understanding and tuning the behavior of hybrid and nanostructured cementitious materials, and development of atomic force field potentials enabling the study of a much broader range of properties in cementitious materials, along with the many advances mentioned in the preceding six sections. This notable computationally fueled growth has also amplified the need for better data-related tools. Given the current technological trends, in the next century, massive quantities of scientific data in cement and concrete will be continuously produced, thus rendering the past modes of communication (print/email) and collaboration inadequate. Essential to the success of such computationally powered information and to emerging advances in manufacturing of

![FIGURE 2 Atomistic configuration of tobermorite with a screw dislocation, which impacts mechanical properties]
concrete (e.g., AM of concrete) is the development of a curated data infrastructure. The diversity of materials data, processing, testing conditions, and properties require that this data infrastructure be built to accommodate a variety of user needs, data types, and complexity of the data structures. Such a curated materials dataset in cement and concrete would ideally have three key components: Data Curation, Ontology Development, and Semantic Infrastructure.

2.7.1 | Data curation

Data curation is an essential component as the benefits of more computational and experimental data presume that the necessary information is available in a machine readable format. Data can be of different types—numerical, categorical, Boolean (true or false), or structured. Note that data must come with associated information (e.g., provenance and quality). When were the data generated? What was the source of the data? What kind of tests or protocols was used to generate the data? By necessity, data curation must include: (i) a user interface to curate, search, and retrieve data; (ii) support for semantic queries, scientific images, and graphics, and integration with registry systems; and (iii) integration with scientific workflows. The American Concrete Institute took a prescient and significant step in this direction 18 years ago with the publication of a guide for formatting a database of concrete material properties, and future data curation efforts could build upon the foundation of that work.

2.7.2 | Ontology development

The second component, which will be the focus of increasing scientific and technical communities, is the ontology development. Ontologies provide a foundation for semantic document processing and advanced analytics, large-scale combination of diverse information from multiple sources and accelerating quantitative knowledge activities such as modeling, simulation, processing, fabrication, design, and engineering. An ontology is a shared understanding of basic objects, concepts, and their relationships. These ontological features provide the structural framework for the underlying database. Akin to software development, ontology development is tractable only with an understanding of the domain in which it will be embedded. Obtaining this domain knowledge is usually a difficult and error-prone process. Automation is key to properly extract the knowledge. Such mechanization, categorized as ontology learning, is the automation of ontology development including the extraction of knowledge and data from texts. An example is the use of modern computer languages to analyze a rich body of several thousand concrete-related scientific articles, more specifically, the creation of a distributed system for text extraction from PDF files of scientific articles via optical character recognition, combined with machine learning-based denoising techniques. These smart methods and strategies will help toward collecting and consolidating a vast range and amount of data in appropriate ontologies.

2.7.3 | Semantic infrastructure

Other fields, particularly biomedical sciences, have had success with linguistic logic (semantic) technologies such as the Semantic Web to help the broad access, sharing and use of their data. Cement and concrete communities can also create a similar semantic infrastructure for their data and promote widespread access and collaboration in the 21st century. For instance, a starting strategy might be to learn from other Semantic Libraries, such as the National Library of Medicine’s Semantic Medline, and apply what is learned to cement and concrete materials literature. An interesting feature of the Semantic Medline is that it allows users to see search results as an interconnected graph of knowledge-based relationships and perhaps unveil valuable hidden connections. Such a capability would be extremely helpful in supporting curated materials data in cement and concrete field.

Despite decades of intensive research on cement and concrete materials to date, the majority of the documented data are fragmented and there is no unified international, searchable curated databank such as that described above. Although there are databanks (e.g., Crystallographic Database for Minerals) that partially cover select characteristics of cementitious minerals, a much more focused and global effort is needed to create a comprehensive curated materials dataset for all aspects of cement and concrete materials. The initial platform of such curated materials data would likely take a decade to assemble and thereafter updated dynamically as new information and data become rapidly available in the next century.

In summary, given the wide phase-space of variables in cementitious materials and concrete technology including compositions, processing, testing, and predicted and measured properties, a curated materials dataset based on modern database structure and ontological concepts would serve as a key source of information, transparency, sharing, and broader collaboration in the century ahead. The advantage of such a comprehensive database system is that it would rapidly increase knowledge of advanced modeling, computations, and experiments, and would allow industry and academia to better embrace and contribute to the concept of open innovation (e.g., of hybrid multifunctional cementitious materials) in the field of cement and concrete science and technology.
So, what will the next 100 years of cementitious materials look like? Based on the discourse presented above, a picture emerges that anticipates transformative changes in the way research on cements happens and the way that constructed infrastructure is built, both of which are expected to impact what a cement will be by 2117, 100 years from now. Getting to that point will be an integrated network of pathways crudely illustrated by Figure 3. It is not too speculative to say that additive manufacturing will have huge impacts. And, while there are research-based challenges ahead, it appears that new cements formulations with respect to both the inorganic and organic fractions will emerge, driven primarily by the need for tailored rheological properties and the potential to implement hierarchically engineered structures across many length scales. Furthermore, while it is somewhat unclear how well additive manufacturing will scale, it is quite clear that large sectors of the construction industry will be impacted; and projections suggest that even structures as large as high-rise buildings and expansive bridges will be additively constructed at some point. Increasing environmental concerns will likewise transform both how we manufacture cements and the composition of their inorganic fraction, although the final outcomes will most surely continue to utilize the Earth’s most abundant resources, limestone and shale. Transformations in how constructed infrastructure is built and what defines a cement (both inorganic and organic components) will be dramatically influenced by rapidly emerging computational resources including artificial intelligence, molecular-scale computational chemistry, big data, and curated digital datasets. The implementations of additive manufacturing and smart material technologies will symbiotically emerge because AM will enable smart materials and smart structures to be ubiquitously built. Finally, the micronization of big science and standardization of all-atom molecular-scale modeling will further accelerate progress and both provide inputs for big data and curated resources and utilize their datasets. In summary, we cannot live as we know it, or project life into the future without constructed infrastructure across great length scales requiring massive amounts of matter. The matter we assemble in the future, however, must be sustainable. How we utilize the limited resources of the Earth to produce next-generation cements will be shaped by human ingenuity manifested as construction technologies, computers, digital resources, and analytical tools. Let us see what happens.
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